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Belton MS Band Hall Rules
1. Don’t talk while a director is talking. Enough said.
2. Everything in here is expensive. If it isn’t yours, then don’t touch it. Realize how
extremely lucky you are that your parents paid for you to be in this class.
3. You WILL behave because band kids are the best kids in school, and we will always hold
you accountable to a higher standard, especially while you are in the Band Hall.
4. No non-band kids in the Band Hall. They don’t know our rules, and they will get you in
trouble.
5. Band lockers are for band stuﬀ, not school stuﬀ.
6. Music stands are delicate and are made to hold no more than 5 pounds. Don’t write on,
lean on, or twirl the stands. Do you weigh more than 5 pounds? Then don’t lean on the
music stands.
7. No personal devices or books are allowed in Band. They will be taken up.
8. Private lessons are awesome! If your parents haven't signed you up yet, go home and beg
them!
9. You must have your materials (including a pencil) for Band EVERY DAY. No exceptions!
10. It’s okay if you mess up, we will be there to help you. It’s not okay if you don’t try.

A superior and rewarding musical experience for every student.
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Attributes of A Superior Band Student
Below are the ﬁrst chair attributes that our most superior band students consistently adhere to when
practicing, rehearsing, and performing:

1.

A superior band student ALWAYS has all of their band materials DAILY, including a pencil on their
stand. These students ALWAYS mark their music the ﬁrst time they make a mistake, even without
being asked by their director.

2. A superior band student ALWAYS sits in the appropriate posture for their instrument, and
ALWAYS taps their toe constantly when playing in order to demonstrate a strong musical pulse.
These students don’t need reminders from their director to do so.
3. A superior band student ALWAYS keeps eye contact with the director so they know what is going
on. These students ALWAYS stay focused and attentive throughout the entire rehearsal, even
when they are lengthy and tedious. Directors don’t need to refocus or redirect these students.
4. A superior band student DOES NOT talk during rehearsal. If they have a question, they wait until
there is a natural pause in the sequence and they ALWAYS raise their hand. These students don’t
need reminders from their director to stay quiet.
5. A superior band student contributes positive body language and energy to EVERY rehearsal.
These students act in a way that does not cause problems for others, or for themselves. They
respect all of the people that are involved in the process of creating music, including their director.
6. A superior band student practices their instrument DAILY in a way that ﬁxes mistakes and
improves their performance, both individually and in their ensemble. These students don’t need
reminders to practice from their director or a parent.
7.

A superior band student ALWAYS follows ALL of these rehearsal etiquette guidelines DAILY.
These students are the best of the BMS Band, of Belton Middle School, and of Belton ISD.

A superior and rewarding musical experience for every student.
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How to Practice
Playing a musical instrument is a physical activity and like any physical activity, the body needs repetition
for strength and accuracy. Every musician uses tiny muscles in their mouth and hands, and those
muscles need conditioning - an act that requires daily repetition. Even practicing the same pieces help
strengthen a student’s embouchure and grip.
Along with the tiny muscles, daily practice helps improve student’s accuracy. Ability could be deﬁned as
“being able” to duplicate without mistake over and over again. Daily practice helps students become more
accurate in playing their music.
Where does your child practice?
Since practicing involves hearing, reading, and focusing, it’s best to practice in a place with the least
amount of distractions possible. Most elect to practice in a bedroom with the door closed. If at all
possible, try to practice in the biggest room available and try to ﬁll the entire room with a big, beautiful
sound.
When does your child practice?
When to practice is not nearly as important as setting a practice schedule for every day. Decide the best
time to practice and stick to your schedule. Even during busy times, a few minutes at least can keep the
muscles in shape as well as the instrument. Unlike other machines, musical instruments get better the
more they are played. The worst way to treat an instrument is to leave it in its case.
Do you hear these things from your child?
1. Daily Drill/Warm-Up: 5-10 mins. of breathing, long tones, buzzing, interval exercises, lip slurs, etc.
2. Articulations: 5 mins. moving from long to short note lengths (legato to marcato to staccato)
3. Scales: 5-10 mins. of concert Bb, Eb, Ab, F, C, & Chromatic scales (as many octaves as you can)
4. Rhythm/Sightreading: 5-10 mins. (sightreadingfactory.com - Login: beltonmsband@gmail.com and
Password: GoTigers20)
5. Music: 10-15 mins. of lines from the book, All-Region etudes, UIL & concert pieces, stand tunes,
private lesson assignments, and fun stuﬀ!
These times are estimates of the length it takes for these areas to improve. They are meant to be used as
guidelines for student practice and can vary according to necessity. Have a certain goal in mind for every
practice session, and adapt the other elements around that goal. Spend the most time on the chosen goal
for the day and work on the other elements another time.
How to Practice for Beginners:
1. Count It
2. Syllable It (TAH)
3. Note Name It
4. Finger It
5. Play It

Advanced Practice (7th/8th):
1. Count It
2. Syllable It (TAH)
3. Finger It with Syllables
4. Air Band It while Fingering
5. Play It

True practicing does not occur until a er a piece is learned. Do not quit a er playing something once
without mistakes. Only a er a piece is without mistakes should it be played over and over again multiple
times.
I have read “How to Practice” and will help my child follow these guidelines when they practice.
Print Student Name:

.

Parent Signature:

.
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Belton MS Band Practice Procedure
Before starting your practice session, be sure to go through the Musician’s Checklist to get the
most out of your practicing:
1. Focus - concentrate on breaking down the details of your music
2. Posture - one that is balanced and correct for your instrument
3. Still and Set Your Embouchure Correctly - don’t move around a er getting set
4. Always Tap Your Foot - keep it going steady
5. Always Take Your Best Breath - every time!
A meaningful practice session should consist of the following daily drill exercises before
working on any music:
1. Daily Drill/Warm Up - long tones, interval exercises, lip slurs, etc.
2. Articulation Exercises - legato, marcato, and staccato
3. Scales - concert Bb, Eb, Ab, F, C, and Chromatic
4. Sightreading - sightreadingfactory.com - Login: beltonmsband@gmail.com and
Password: GoTigers20
5. Music - etudes, concert music, contest pieces, jazz, stand tunes, etc.
When you learn new music, always break down your practicing into 2 or 4 measure chunks at a
time, and use the following procedure:
1. Count It
2. Syllable It (TAH)
3. Beginners: Note Name It OR Advanced: Finger It with Syllables
4. Beginners: Finger It OR Advanced: Air Band It while Fingering
5. Play It
Above all, always strive to meet these Musical Expectations every time you play your
instrument:
1. Play with correct and balanced posture
2. Play with excellent and relaxed hand position
3. Play with a beautiful tone - ALWAYS
4. Play with steady pulse and precise rhythms
5. Play with correct articulation and style
6. Play with clear, ringing intonation
7. Listen to others while you play and balance your part with them
8. Most important, play musically and expressively!

A superior and rewarding musical experience for every student.

Belton MS Band Practice Log Grading Rubric
Grade

Superior: 100-90

Time and Effort

Student's log indicates
consistent and sustained
practice outside of class

Goal-Oriented

Excellent: 89-80

Average: 79-70

Student's log indicates mostly
Student's log indicates
consistent practice outside of inconsistent practice outside
class
of class

Below Average to
Poor: Below 70

Student's log indicates very
little practice outside of class

Student's practicing indicates Student's log indicates some Student's practicing indicates Student's practicing indicates
great attention to areas of
attention to areas of personal
little attention to areas of
no attention to areas of
personal difficulty
difficulty
personal difficulty
personal difficulty

Active and
Thoughtful Process

Student always follows an
obvious and effective plan
that is always deliberate and
intentional

Student mostly follows an
obvious and effective plan
that is mostly deliberate and
intentional

Student somewhat follows an
obvious and effective plan
that is somewhat deliberate
and intentional

Student does not follow an
obvious and effective plan
and is not deliberate and
intentional

Use of Metronome,
Tuner, and Pencil

Student's use of all musical
aids is consistent and
sustained

Student's use of all musical
aids is mostly consistent

Student's use of all musical
aids is inconsistent

Student uses musical aids
very little

Practice
Responsibility and
Ownership of
Learning

Improvement

Practice sessions are
Practice sessions are always
Practice sessions are mostly
somewhat efficient, and
efficient, and always show
efficient, and mostly show
somewhat show obvious and
obvious and effective selfobvious and effective selfeffective self-teaching and
teaching and self-monitoring teaching and self-monitoring
self-monitoring

Student's practicing is always Student's practicing is mostly
obvious, and growth of
obvious, and growth of
musical skills is always steady musical skills is mostly steady

Student's practicing is
somewhat obvious, and
growth of musical skills is
unsteady

Practice sessions are not
efficient, and do not show
obvious and effective selfteaching and self-monitoring

Student's practicing is not
obvious, and there is no
growth of musical skills

Belton MS Band Rehearsal Etiquette & Musical Standards Rubric
Grade / Rating

Group Rehearsal Etiquette

Group Musical Standards

100-80 (Superior)

Professional in all aspects, the performers and the
presentation may be compared to the finest possible.
There are no distractions in the instructional and
technical execution of the rehearsal, which is perceived
as flawless. Expectations from the director(s) are clear,
and the rehearsal is among the best possible. Students
follow all rehearsal and protocol to the letter, and do
not allow distractions in their environment to interfere
with the rehearsal. Individual dedication is evident in
all individuals. Rehearsal efficiency is at its peak, and
all members are enriched as a result.

Professional is all aspects, the performer and
presentation may be compared to the finest
musicians on the instrument. There are no
distractions and the execution of the piece is
perceived as flawless. Articulation and tone quality
are clear and never a distraction. The ensemble
sounds are among the best at the middle or high
school level. All technical demands of the piece are
executed fluently and moments of true artistic
epxression are frequent as all elements of a wellprepared performance are in place.

79-60 (Excellent)

Ensemble participation and the presence of
concentration and effort is evident in all members of
Notes, rhythms, articulations, dynamics, and
the ensemble. Attention is paid to the prescribed
phrasing are correct and performed confidently.
sequence of rehearsal procedures by all members.
Slight errors, if they occur, are handled without
Transitional noise of absent, and the achievement level stopping. Tempos are appropriate for the piece and
is high. Characteristic sounds and correct posture and
the skill and musicianship of the performers.
hand position are occurring in all but a few individuals.
Breathing is natural and rarely causes distraction.
There is an obvious dedication to excellence in
The performance would generally qualify as a
learning, achievement, and adherence to all aspects of
Region Honor Band.
the system in place.

59-40 (Average)

Ensembles participation and the presence of
Comprehension is demonstrated, as note and
concentration and effort is evident in a substantial
rhythmic errors are almost nonexistent. Rhythms
portion of the ensemble. Attention is being paid to the
are performed correctly but may be uneven or have
prescribed sequence of rehearsal procedures by some
a tendency to change tempo. Dynamic contrast is
members of the group. Transitional noise is present
present and convincing. Correct articulation is
but muted, and directed toward performance issues.
present although it may be inconsistent. Tone
Characteristic sounds and correct posture and hand
quality is mostly characteristic, but may suffer in
position are occurring in the majority of individuals
technical passages. Phrasing may not be fully
and sections, but because of the lack of personal
refined and performers occasionally displays
interest and commitment from some members, the full
expression beyond mere notes.
potential of the ensemble is not being approached.

49-20 (Below
Average)

19-0 (Poor)

There is an attempt at ensemble participation and the
presence of some concentration and effort from a
portion of the gorup. Some attention is being paid to
the prescribed sequence of rehearsal procedures by
some group members. Transitional noise and
inattentiveness contribute to reduced lack of learning.
Fundamental elements are recognizable, but the full
potential of the ensemble is not being approached.

An awareness of key is present, through frequent
error may occur in notes and rhythms. Tone quality
is developing properly, though inconsistencies may
exist. Tempos are constant, but my be significantly
below those required. There is some dynamic
contrast. Frequent or occassional errors may
prevent any meaningful musical communication.

There is a superficial level of ensemble participation
There is a superficial level of preparation and the
and the presence of only minimal concentration and
presence of some fundamental technical skill.
effort. Little or no attention is being paid to the
Wrong notes and rhythms are a constant distraction,
prescribed sequence of rehearsal procedures.
and little or no attention to articulation and
Fundamental elements are not possible because of lack dynamics is evident. Characteristic sounds may or
of personal interest.
may not be present.

Belton MS Band Playing Rubric
Grade

100-85 (Excellent)

85-70 (In Progress)

Below 70 (Needs
Improvement)

Instrument
Assembly

Aligned properly, all parts
working smoothly, with solid
reeds and applied lubricant

Small alignment error(s),
broken reeds, and no
lubricant

Aligned improperly, parts
not working, and no reeds or
lubricant

Posture

Feet flat, upright, and back
off of chair

Feet crossed, back leaning on
chair, and slouches slightly

Feet crossed, back far against
the chair, and slouches
significantly

Hand Position

Curved and over correct keys

Slight curve and not over
correct keys

Flat, not over keys, and high
in the air

Foot Tap

Steady with correct tempo
Unsteady and done for most
throughout the performance
of the performance

No foot tap at all

Breathing

Deep, sustained, and through Deep, frequent, and through
the mouth
the nose

Shallow and very frequent

Airstream

Steady, full, and fast

Uneven and weak

Uneven, very week, and slow

Embouchure

Firm corners and flat chin

Slightly loose corners or
bunched chin

Very loose corners and very
bunched chin

Tone Quality

Characteristic, warm, rich,
and solid

Airy, bright, and unstable

Uncharacteristic, very airy,
and very unstable

Rhythm

Played with complete
accuracy and no errors

Mostly played accurately

Few played accurately

Notes/Rests

All notes and rests played
correctly

Most notes and rests played
correctly

Few played accurately

Articulation/Style

Every note begins, sustains,
and ends correctly

Most notes begin, sustain,
and end correctly

Few notes begin, sustain, and
end correctly

Dynamics

All played correctly

Most played correctly

Few or none played correctly

Phrasing

Breathing, expression, and
shaping executed accurately

Breathing, expression, and
shaping executed mostly
accurate

Little or no attention to
breathing, expression, or
shaping
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Beneﬁts of Private Lessons
Private lessons are the fastest way our students improve on their instrument. Lessons are charged at a
rate of $25 per 25-minute lesson, and fees are paid directly to the lesson teachers. Students enrolled in
private lessons usually make All-Region Band, earn ﬁrst division superior ratings on solos, sit at the top of
their section, and have greater potential making the Texas All-State Band in high school, which usually
results in large scholarships for college. Private lessons are vital to any quality band program, and are
strongly recommended for all members. Here are a few speciﬁc beneﬁts of taking lessons:
1.

Private lesson teachers model a professional sound on their instrument. How do babies learn to
talk? By listening to people talk. How do instrumentalists learn to play with a characteristic
sound? By hearing a characteristic sound.

2. Students are able to perform by themselves weekly and get concentrated feedback. In Band,
students don’t get to perform by themselves a whole lot and if they do, feedback is usually limited
to 10-15 seconds because of class size. Performing weekly for a teacher helps them become a more
conﬁdent and independent player. They also have more time to give feedback, try again, and
continue to work on a problem until it improves because it is in an individual setting.
3. Students are able to focus on supplemental exercises written speciﬁcally for their instrument.
These fundamentals are crucial for development later and for more advanced playing ability.
4. Method books written just for their instrument are far superior to band music for developing
well-rounded players. Method books, because of their methodical nature, do a much more
complete job of covering the full range of the instrument, new key signatures, complex rhythms,
duets with their instructor, learning alternate ﬁngerings, and advanced styles than the curriculum
in band class allows.
5. All-Region Band auditions can be approached on an individual level. Teachers can meet a child
where they are to begin the region band music, and help them develop an individualized game
plan to prepare them fully for the audition. This helps students learn how to set goals, both long
term and weekly goals.
6. Instructors give students a chance to play a unique solo that they love at solo contest. Lesson
teachers, experts on solos for their instrument, are able to oﬀer students a number of solos that are
ideal for their development level. They can also choose solos that work on goals for that student
that focus on objectives, such as extending range, improving articulation, or foreign key
signatures. Giving students more options means they are more likely to ﬁnd a solo that ﬁts their
personality and they enjoy playing.
7.

Private lesson teachers provide a role model for students that can be a strong motivator for
students to continue in Band and excel on an individual level. While students move through
diﬀerent classes, grade levels, and schools, it is possible they would have the same lesson teacher
for 7 or more years. Lesson teachers o en have a long term plan for each student’s development.
Private teachers can guide a student all the way from the ﬁrst sounds in beginning band through a
professional level solo as a senior in high school, and they know how to get them from one point
to the next.

A superior and rewarding musical experience for every student.
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Contact Information, Email Addresses, and Social Media Sites
●

Mr. Pulley’s cell/text: 254-226-6179, and email: chris.pulley@bisd.net and
beltonmsband@gmail.com

●

Mr. Trahan’s email address: patrick.trahan@bisd.net

●

Mr. Smith’s email address: ian.smith@bisd.net

●

Band Website: beltonmsband.org

●

Band List of Events: tinyurl.com/beltonmsbandevents

●

Band Google Calendar: tinyurl.com/beltonmsbandcalendar

●

Facebook proﬁle: facebook.com/beltonmsband

●

YouTube Channel - for viewing videos of performances: Coming Soon!

●

Instagram proﬁle - for sharing and tagging people in photos: instagram.com/beltonmsband

●

Charms - student database for inventory, ﬁnances, records, etc. School code =
beltonmsband: charmsoﬃce.com/charms/plogin.asp

●

SoundCloud - for hearing recorded performances and accompaniments:
soundcloud.com/beltonmsband

●

Belton Middle School Website: bisd.net/bms

●

Belton High School Marching 100 (HS Band website): beltonmarching100.com

●

Belton Marching 100 Boosters Facebook proﬁle: facebook.com/BeltonBandBoosters

A superior and rewarding musical experience for every student.

